Name ____________________________

Drawing Conclusions

Directions: Read each riddle. Find the right answer in the list. Write it on the line. (You will not use all of the answers.)

A. Some farmers have lots of these
   Roaming around.
   Most of their food
   They eat from the ground.
   These animals are grown
   For their milk or their meat.
   They are big. It would hurt
   If one stepped on your feet!

   ________________________________
   — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

   They are __________________________

B. It's your move now.
   This is a game that is fun.
   You have lost half of your men.
   Your friend's men are red.
   It is fun to double - jump.

   ________________________________
   — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

   The game is __________________________

C. "It's my favorite place!" Stephen said.
   "I love to go there. My friends are there. I
do fun things there. I even learn new
things there. It makes me sad in the
summer. I don't go there then."

   ________________________________
   — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

   The place is __________________________
Directions: Read each riddle. Find the right answer in the list. Write it on the line. (You will not use all of the answers.)

A. They were people who lived here  
   A long time ago.  
   They fished and they hunted  
   The wild buffalo.  
   Proud were these people  
   Who lived on the plains.  
   Their lives became different  
   With the coming of trains.  

   They were
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

B. Most families have one of these.  
   This thing does a special job.  
   Sometimes it makes something very light.  
   Sometimes it makes something very dark.  
   Most people use this to help make breakfast.

   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

   It is a ____________________________

C. Some people have one of their own. Some share theirs with someone. It is a place for special things. It can be a good place to be alone. This might be a nice place to read. There's no better place to spend the night.

   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________
   ____________________________

   It is a ____________________________

Answers
pirates
toaster
washing machine
Indians
library
can opener
Pilgrims
bedroom
Name ____________________________

**Directions:** Read each riddle. Find the right answer in the list. Write it on the line. (You will not use all of the answers.)

**Answers**
- skating rink
- painting
- movies
- beaver
- fishing
- weeding
- zoo
- porcupine

A. This furry, fat animal
   Makes his lodge out of sticks.
   Damming up streams
   Is just one of his tricks.
   His flat, floppy tail
   Makes a really loud splash,
   That warns all his friends
   To get out in a flash!

   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

   It is a ____________________________

B. Daniel does this every week.
   He has spent a lot of money to
   buy all the things he needs.
   He usually does this alone.
   Some days he doesn't catch
   anything.
   His favorite place to do this
   is on his grandpa’s pond.

   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

   Daniel is ____________________________

C. Daisy can’t wait to get there. She has wanted
to go for weeks. Her friends say that it’s fun.
Daisy hopes to get a front row seat. She wants
to be right under the screen. Daisy will want to
tell her friends all about it.

Daisy is going to the

   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Name ______________________  

**Directions:** Read each riddle. Find the right answer in the list. Write it on the line. (You will not use all of the answers.)

A. These come in all colors. You use them outside.
   There's the kind that you push and the kind that you ride.
   No matter what kind, they make it easy for us
to keep our yards neat without too much fuss!

   ____________________________________________
   — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

   They are __________________________________

B. Most people enjoy getting one.
   To get one, you need a friend or a relative.
   Most of the time, you have to give one to someone before you get one.
   When it comes to your house, you can read it over and over.
   It costs very little to send one.

   ____________________________________________
   — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

   It is a __________________________________

C. Freddy gets on one every morning. It is almost always very noisy. Freddy likes his. He knows its number and he knows his driver. He likes the people that ride with him, too. Freddy can get on it to go anywhere in his town.

   ____________________________________________
   — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

   It is a __________________________________
Drawing Conclusions

Directions: Read each riddle. Find the right answer in the list. Write it on the line. (You will not use all of the answers.)

A. You need a big blanket,
   A friend and some food,
   Then a warm sunny day
   To put you in the mood.
   A smile and a song,
   (No rain, if you please!)  
   Just add a few ants
   And you'll have one of these!

   ________________________________________________
   ____________________
   ________________________________________________
   It is a __________________________________________

B. You can put this on a car.
   You can put this on your house.
   Some people do this on paper.
   Sometimes you can use soap
   and water to clean up when you
   are finished.
   It comes in a can, a jar, a box
   or a tube.

   ________________________________________________
   ____________________
   ________________________________________________
   It is ____________________________________________

C. Donnie loved his new one. It had two snaps on the side. There was even a leather handle like his dad's! It would be nice to take to Grandma's to spend a weekend. It would be great for camping, too.

   ________________________________________________
   ____________________
   ________________________________________________
   It is a __________________________________________
What Do You Need . . .?

Write the numeral under the picture that goes with the sentence.

1. to write a newspaper story?
2. to take a picture of a baby?
3. to play in a band?
4. to be a pilot?
5. to be a baseball player?
6. to build a house?
7. to paint a picture?
8. to make clothes?
9. to fix the sink?
10. to sweep the floor?
Where Do They Live?

Write the numeral under the picture that explains the sentence.

1. The bear slept all winter.
2. The puppy curled up and went to sleep.
3. The boy had some toys in his room.
4. She kept her eggs warm.
5. They swim in a school.
6. The hamster looked through the bars.
7. The chief wore green feathers.
8. Six dogs pulled their sled.

- cave
- nest
- cage
- doghouse
- igloo
- house
- ocean
- tepee
How Would You Get There?
Write the numeral in the box that explains the sentence.

1. The children are ready to go to school.
2. My mother drove to work.
3. It’s a long trip across the ocean.
4. My friend and I pedaled to the library.
5. We went straight up!
6. Dad paid the man for the ride.
7. We zoomed down the track.
8. We flew right over the clouds.
Where Will It Happen?

Write the numeral in the box that explains the sentence.

1. Jeff is going on a trip in the air.
2. Tom had his tonsils taken out.
3. My family is visiting the animals.
4. I have fun riding with my friends.
5. Janet is watching TV in the living room.
6. We saw the clowns and tightrope walkers.
7. Let’s build a sand castle.
8. I’m getting a cool glass of milk.
How Would You Feel?

Write the numeral in the box that explains the sentence.

1. You ran as fast as you could to school.
2. You went to bed too late.
3. Your best friend has the measles.
4. You got a new bike for your birthday.
5. The pieces didn’t fit.
6. Your sister poked you.

- hot and tired
- angry
- sad
- puzzled
- sleepy
- happy
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the correct picture.

1. Kenya ate a __________ for lunch.
   - [ ] Sandwich
   - [ ] Globe
   - [ ] Monkey

2. Mother drives the __________ to work.
   - [ ] Glove
   - [ ] Car
   - [ ] Pie

3. Carol looked up and saw a bright __________ in the sky.
   - [ ] Tree
   - [ ] Toothbrush
   - [ ] Star

4. Chang went outside to play on the __________.
   - [ ] Piano
   - [ ] Light bulb
   - [ ] Antenna

5. Ben put on a __________ at the Halloween party.
   - [ ] Mask
   - [ ] Bag
   - [ ] Flask
Read the story. Then answer the item. Mark your answer.

★ I get a piece of bread. I cut some cheese and put it on the bread. Then I put another piece of bread on top.

What did I make?
A some bread
B cheese
C a sandwich

26. It is a warm, sunny day. Adler sits on a blanket on the sand. He can see water close by. Where is Adler?
A on a boat
B at the beach
C in his bedroom

27. A strange animal came to our yard. It looks like a cat, but it isn't a cat. It has a mask on its face and rings on its tail. What animal came to our yard?
A a cat
B a rabbit
C a raccoon

28. Wendell digs in the garden. He pulls up something long and orange. He washes it off. Then he eats a large piece. What does Wendell dig up?
A a carrot
B a flower
C a worm
COMPREHENSION  C. Drawing Conclusions

DIRECTIONS: Read the words and sentences below. On each blank line, write the word that tells how the child felt.

sick    hungry    tired    hurt    sad

1. Tom was riding his bike.  
   It fell over.  
   Tom's leg was cut.  

   Tom was __________.

2. Carlos had a dog.  
   The dog ran away.  
   Carlos missed him very much.  

   Carlos was __________.

   Jan did not eat.  
   Later she went to the kitchen.  

   Jan was __________.

4. Mike had a cold.  
   He did not feel well.  
   He went to the doctor.  

   Mike was __________.

5. Kim played outside.  
   She ran, skipped, and jumped.  
   Then she sat down.  

   Kim was __________.